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Abstract
This paper proposes a real time hand gesture
recognition system. The approach uses a range
camera to capture the depth data. After some preprocessing procedures, the depth data is used to
segment the hand and then locate the hand in 3D
space. The hand shape is classified into known
categories using a chamfer matching method to
measure the similarities between the candidate
hand image and the hand templates in the database.
The 3D hand trajectory is recognized by a Finite
State Machine (FSM) method. Each gesture
consists of several states. The 3D hand position
determines the state transition of each gesture
recognizer. Experiments show that the system
performs reliably for recognizing both static hand
shapes and spatial-temporal trajectories in real
time.

1 Introduction
Fast and robust analysis of hand gestures has received
increasingly more attention in the last two decades. Gesture
recognition from a single view is important in the HumanRobot Interaction (HRI) scenario. Both static hand shape
and dynamic hand trajectories are expressive in our daily
life. These kinds of hand gestures are naturally preferred in
HRI applications.
Various methods have been proposed to segment
and track human hands. Many systems [Imagawa et al.,
1998] [Hong et. al., 2000] have achieved promising
performance; however, these methods only operate under
strong restrictions of the environment, because they rely on
simple clothing, static background, and constant lighting
conditions.
We aim to achieve a real time hand gesture
recognition system in a natural environment. It means we do
not need homogenous clothing and should be able to
perform reliably with cluttered and even non-static
backgrounds.
We investigated the usefulness of a 3D range
camera for our hand gesture recognition system. This
hardware exhibits significant advantages over traditional
cameras in the aspect of unambiguously capturing the depth
data at a high frame rate, which makes the segmentation and
tracking the hand in 3D space easy. Hand shapes are
recognized by the Chamfer Matching method [Borgefors,
1988], and 3D trajectories are recognized using a Finite
State Machine (FSM) method. Gestures are recognized in

real time. This gesture recognition method has wide
applications including human robot interaction, intelligent
rooms, virtual reality and game control.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows: after a brief review of the related work in section 2,
we investigate the property of the range camera in section 3.
Hand segmentation and its 3D position are obtained in
section 4, which is the input data for the hand shape and
trajectory recognition algorithms in section 5. In section 6
we present the experiments and the result. Finally,
discussion, conclusion and future work are in section 7.

2 Related work
Hand detection and segmentation is an essential component
for gesture recognition. Many approaches [Mo et. al., 2005]
[Kjeldsen and Kender, 1996] use color information, since
the skin color is a salient feature different from the
background in most cases. However, these methods are not
reliable under unstable illumination conditions, where,
obviously, it is more challenging to extract complete hand
shapes. Some methods use special colored gloves or a
magnetic sensing device (data gloves) [Sturman and Zeltzer,
1994] to simplify the task, but they hinder the naturalness of
daily use. The intentions of the user should be recognized
effortlessly and non-invasively.
Most of the hand trajectory recognition systems
deal with 2D image data. [Starner and Pentland, 1995]
tracked the hand by colored glove and natural skin tone for
American Sign Language recognition. Some methods use
stereo vision to achieve the hand tracking in 3D space.
[Nickel et al., 2004] [Stieflhagen et al., 2004] used stereo
cameras to locate the hand’s position in 3D in order to find
the pointing direction. [Abe et al., 2000] proposed a 3D
drawing system using a top-view camera and a side-view
camera. Stereo vision is a popular choice for depth sensing.
However, it is highly dependent on the textures of the object
to find the correspondence between images, and becomes
erroneous for texture-insufficient surfaces.
A time-of-flight range camera has become popular
in the recent years. Although the technology is still in its
early days, resulting in low resolution, noisy data etc, it has
already been applied in a number of applications such as
game controlling [Wang et al., 2008], upper body gesture
recognition [Holte et al., 2008] [Grest et al., 2007], robot
navigation [Prusak et al., 2007], and mobile human-robot
teaming [Loper et al., 2009].
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3 Range Camera
A 3-D range camera is employed as our apparatus. It
delivers the depth data of objects in its view at every pixel at
a high frame rate. The distance of 3D points is determined
by a Time-of-Flight (TOF) approach using modulated
infrared light. The phase shift between the reference and
reflected signal is determined by a sampling and correlating
method for each pixel, and then the distance is calculated by
the phase shift. See [Linder and Kolb, 2007] for more
details about the operational principle of the range camera
technology. Figure 1 shows the range camera we adopted,
which is developed by PMD Technologies GmbH.

Figure 1 PMD Range Camera

As illustrated in [Kahlmann and Ingensand, 2005],
with d as the measured distance, the coordinate of a 3D
point (see figure 2) can be calculated by equation (1).

Figure 2 Geometrical illustration for coordinate evaluation
[Kahlmann and Ingensand, 2005]

In equation (2), we assume the Z coordinate equal the
measured distance d, W is the width of the image, H is the
height of the image. W, H, x and y are image coordinates in
pixel units. In this way, we avoid the burden of calibrating
the range camera. Actually, it is troublesome to calibrate the
range camera, because of low-resolution and an unevenly
illuminated image with a large amount of noise.
Compared to stereo vision systems, which are the
traditional visual methods to capture the depth data, this
device has the following advantages:
1. Illumination-invariant and color-invariant. Because it
actively emits modulated infrared light, it is not
influenced much by the ambient illumination condition
and color of the objects in the environment.
2. Texture-independent. Because stereo vision methods
are highly dependent on the texture on the objects to
find the correspondence between multiple images, the
range camera significantly outperforms the stereo
methods in texture-insufficient regions.
3. Depth resolution is approximately 5~15mm in the
distance range of 0.5 to 3 meters, variable with
exposure time and reflectiveness of the surface. A
comparison of the PMD range camera and stereo-vision
for the task of surface reconstruction has been
investigated by [Beder et al., 2007]. Their experiments
show that the PMD range camera system outperforms
the stereo system in terms of achievable accuracy for
distance measurements.
4. Both depth and grey scale data is captured at high frame
rate (15 fps).
Although having the above advantages, this range
camera has some drawbacks, such as a narrow Field-of-View
(28 degrees), low resolution (160x120), and the distance data
contains a large amount of noise, especially near the edges of
the objects, which is often referred to a ‘jump boundary
effect’.

3.1

0

(1)

·

P(X,Y,Z) is the coordinate of the 3D point, s(x,y,0) is
calculated from image coordinate to Euclidean coordinate, d
is the measured distance, and f is the focal length.
Assuming the camera is a simple pinhole model, in
which the optical center is at the image center. We can also
use equation (2) to retrieve the 3D coordinates, if we know
the Field-of-View (FOV) of the camera, and ignore the
difference between the distance d and Z coordinate in the
depth direction, which is reasonably correct since the
distance in our application is always over 1m and the FOV
of the range camera is 28 degrees.
⎛ X ⎞ ⎛ tan ( FOV / 2 ) ⋅ Z ⋅ (2 x − W ) / W ⎞
⎟
⎜ ⎟ ⎜
p ⎜ Y ⎟ = ⎜ tan( FOV / 2) ⋅ Z ⋅ ( H − 2 y ) / H ⎟
⎜Z ⎟ ⎜d
⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝
⎠

(2)

Depth data processing

There is a significant amount of noise in both depth and
intensity data from the sensor. Pre-processing of the depth
data is essential. The standard deviation of the range depth
data is found to be reciprocal to the signal amplitude [M.
Frank, 2009]. We remove the “bad-pixels” first, whose
amplitude of reflection is below a specified threshold. Low
amplitude indicates that their depth data is inaccurate
because of low signal/noise ratio. The depth values at these
removed points are assigned using a linear interpolation
method. Then we apply a Median filter. Speckle noise can by
reduced effectively by the Median Filter. However, the most
annoying noise which is known as ‘jump boundary effect’
can not be removed in this way. The points near the edges of
the objects tend to “merge” into the background. Note the
distribution of the points on the edge of the hand in figure 3.
One reason for this error is the limited resolution of the
sensor chip [Breuer et al., 2007].
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Figure 3 A grey scale im
mage (left) and 3D
3 points (righht) from
the Range Cam
mera

different from the jump bouundary effect. The depth value
v
tennds to be laarger because the pixels on
o the borderr are
“m
merging” intoo background. However, on
n this movingg flat
booard, the deptth data on thee edge tends to
t be smaller. It is
prrobably becauuse of the insttability of thee amplitude of
o the
reflected signaal. Therefore, in order to find a relattively
reliable depth data
d
of a movving object, it
i is reasonabble to
coonsider the depth value at thhe centroid, since in most cases
c
thhe depth valuee at the centroiid varies less compared to other
paarts of the objeect.

Overrexposure andd underexposuure will also reesult in
errors in the depth data. Thus,
T
we freqquently calcullate the
average intennsity value of the imagges and adjuust the
integration tim
me to maintaiin an average grey value between
125~150.
Fig. 4 shows the eeffect of the pre-processing
p
g on the
T left imagee is the
depth data ussing the above methods. The
grey image frrom the rangee camera, show
wing the scenne. The
middle imagee is rendered using
u
the origginal depth datta. The
right image illlustrates the pprocessing efffect. We can see
s that
the right one is less noisyy. The colors represent thee depth
o objects: the RGB color vaalue is assigned as:
information of
R = (d/Maxd
d)·255
G = (Maxd‐d
d)/Maxd·255
B=0

(3)

d is the deptth value, Maxxd is the maxximum depth of the
points in the scene
s
or a speccified value.

Figgure 4 The effecct of depth data processing

3.2 Error in regions with
w high velocity
Several studiees have been proposed to calibrate
c
the inntrinsic
parameters annd depth valuee of the rangee camera [Kahhlmann
and Ingensannd, 2005] [Reeulke, 2006]. However,
H
theey only
consider static scenes. Verry few researcches investigaated the
performance of
o the range ccamera with moving
m
objectss.
The “1-tap distannce acquisitioon method” of the
range cameraa requires thaat the four consecutive
c
taaps are
necessary forr a single disstance calculaation [Oggier et al.,
2005]. If the distance at a ppixel senses a change in thhis time
slot, the distaance calculatioon is falsifiedd. This error is
i most
serious at the edges of an object,
o
becausee a distance measure
m
could be a piixel on an objject for the first two taps and
a the
background for
f the last tw
wo taps. Conncretely, this motion
blur effect is illustrated in figure 5. In this experimeent, the
person movess a flat board from left to right.
r
The deppth data
of the movingg objects is shhown in the middle
m
image (b)
( and
the depth dataa when the obbject is alreaddy static is shown in
the right imaage (c). Notee that this motion
m
blur efffect is

(a)

(b)

(c)

F
Figure 5 Compaarison of the deepth data on a moving
m
object annd a
static object

4 Hand Segmentation
n and Trajeectory
Extractioon
Reeliable hand segmentation
s
from the back
kground and other
paarts of body iss crucial for fuurther analysis. After succeessful
seegmentation, many technniques, such as Haar-waavelet
deecomposition [Jacobs, 19995] and Chamfer
C
Disttance
M
Matching
[Borggefors, 1988], can be applieed to recognizze the
caandidate hand shape, classifying it into pre-defined
caategories. Thhe fineness of segmentaation significantly
innfluences the recognition
r
ressult correctnesss.
Skin color
c
inform
mation is trad
ditionally useed to
locate and segm
ment hand reegion. To redduce the effect of
vaariable illumination condittions, the RG
GB color is often
prrojected to othher color spacees, which sepaarate the colorr into
brrightness and chromatic chhannels, such as HSV, CIE
E Lab
etcc. However, this kind of methods doees not complletely
eliiminate the efffect of the illuumination distturbance.
Trackiing the handd in 2D imaages is relattively
sim
mple. Howevver, it is diffficult to track
k the hand inn 3D
sppace. Stereo vision
v
techniqques are wid
dely used forr this
puurpose, but thhey often sufffer from the lack of suffiicient
texxture on the hands. Fuurthermore, accurate
a
dispparity
coomputation reequires high resolution images
i
and more
coomputation tim
me.
In conntrast to the traditional methods
m
based on
coolor informatioon, hand segm
mentation can be achieved using
u
onnly depth dataa. In the humaan-robot interaaction scenarioo, we
asssume that a single person is the nearrest object inn the
caamera’s view.. When the pperson is indiccating instrucctions
byy hand gesturees, the hand iss usually at a distance
d
in fro
ont of
thhe body.
Now we
w can simplyy segment thee hand by a depth
d
histogram methhod. Althoughh the hand is the nearest object
o
to the camera, we have to taake the noise in depth dataa into
acccount. As shoown in figure 6, we use a histogram
h
method.
W put all the depth data iinto N bins with
We
w an intervval of
100cm, and sellect the bin which indiccates the smaallest
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distance and also
a contains sufficient num
mber of pointss. Note
that the bin in a red circcle in figure 6 has the sm
mallest
distance valuee, but contain
ns only 13 poiints, which in
ndicates
that it consists of noise.
After the hand disstance is foun
nd, the hand sh
hape is
composed by
y the points whose
w
depth values
v
are in a range
between [dh- Δd1, dh+Δd2],
] where dh iss the hand diistance,
and Δd1 and Δd
Δ 2 are speciffied thresholdss. The hand position
p
in image coo
ordinate (x,y) is the center of the hand region.
The depth vaalue of the haand is furtherr refined as fo
ollows:
check the dep
pth value in a small window
w of the hand, if they
all fall in the foreground, tthen use the average
a
valuee of the
depth data in the window. Otherwise, adjust
a
the posiition of
the small win
ndow first unttil they all falll in the foreg
ground.
In this way, th
he 3D hand traajectory can be
b obtained.
Morp
phological opperations i.e. erode
e
and dilaate, are
applied to elliminate the noise. Then the hand sh
hape is
normalized to
o a uniform siize and the ed
dges are easily
y found
from the binarry image.

Four

Fivee

Turn Right
R
(b)

Turrn Left (a)

Turrn Right (a)

Tu
urn Left(b)

Stop (a)
Stop (b))
Figure 7 haand shape patteerns

To match a candiidate hand im
mage againstt our
daatabase, the ch
hamfer distancce matching method
m
[Borgeefors,
19988] is employ
yed.
Distan
nce transformation (DT) of
o the hand shape
s
tem
mplate imagees are calculaated in advan
nce before thee test
staage. DT is a reasonable aapproximation
n of the Eucliidean
distance. In a binary
b
edge im
mage, edge pix
xels are set to zero
an
nd non-edge pixels
p
are sett to infinity. The value of the
pixel at position
n (i,j) at iteraation step k is then computeed as
Eq
quation 4 [Borrgefors, 1988]].

vik, j = min(vik−−1,1 j −1 + 4, vik−−1,1 j + 3, vik−−1,11 j +1 + 4,
vik, −j 1−1 + 3, vik, −j 1 , vik, −j 1+1 + 3, vik+−1,1 j −1 + 4,
vik+−1,1 j + 3, vik+−1,1 j +1 + 4)

Figure 6 An example of han
nd gesture and the histogram of
o the
ddepth data

(4)

The itterations conttinue until th
here are no value
v
ch
hanges. Figu
ure 8 show
ws an exam
mple of disttance
traansformation. The hand is first seegmented ou
ut of
baackground (lleft image). The edges are found and
noormalized (middle image), then
t
the distan
nce transform
mation
is calculated (riight image).

5 Hand geesture Recoognition
5.1 Hand sh
hape analysiis
For hand
d shape anallysis, a dataabase needs to be
established. A large set off images conttaining variou
us hand
patterns are reecorded with known labels in the training stage.
Figure 7 sho
ow the samplles of hand shapes that we
w are
currently inteerested in. Bo
oth left and riight hands co
ould be
used for gestu
uring, but onlyy left hand shaapes are show
wn here.

Figure 8 example off distance transfformation

The matching
m
proceedure measurees the similariity of
wo edge imag
ges. The mattching score of a binary edge
tw
im
mage I(i,j) and
a
a distannce transform
mation DT(i,jj) is
caalculated as Eq
quation 5.

s=
O
One

Two

Three

1
∑ ( I (i, j ) ⋅ DT (i, j ))2
n i, j

(5)

[Borgeefors, 1984]] compared four diffferent
“aaverages” for the matchingg measure: median,
m
arithm
metic,
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root mean sq
quare (r.m.s) and maximu
um. The r.m
m.s was
found to givee fewer false minima than others. The smaller
s
the matching is, the higher the similarity
y is. A perfect fit will
result in zero..
In order
o
to meassure the simiilarity betweeen two
images, e.g. a candidate im
mage A and a template
t
hand
d image
B (the distan
nce transform
mation of thee template, DT
D B, is
already obtain
ned in advannce), first, thee candidate im
mage is
normalized an
nd extracted to
t a binary ed
dge image IA, then a
matching sco
ore is calculaated by equaation 5; secon
nd, the
distance transsformation off the normalizzed candidate image
D A is deriv
DT
ved as well as
a the binary edge image of the
template IB, then another matching sco
ore is calculaated by
equation 5. These
T
two scorres are added together as th
he final
similarity meaasurement bettween the can
ndidate imagess A and
the template B. The simillarity measureements betweeen the
candidate and
d all the templlates in the dattabase are calcculated
and the smallest score indiccates the recog
gnized gesturee.

5.2 3D hand
d trajectory recognition
n
A hand trajecctory is also eexpressive in an
a interaction. Some
intentions aree naturally exp
pressed by movement
m
rather than
static hand sh
hapes.
The hand trajectorry in 3D spacce is captured by the
method in section
s
4. Sinnce the hand
d normally has
h an
obvious pausee between a new
n gesture an
nd previous one,
o we
take it as thee starting poiint of a gestu
ure. The subssequent
hand 3D posiition is relativve to the startting position. In this
way, the gestturer does no
ot need to staart from a parrticular
fixed position
n every time.
The trajectories aare recognized by a Finitee State
Machine (FS
SM) method. Each gesturee is defined to
t be a
sequence of state transition
ns in the spatiaal-temporal sp
pace.
A staate S is defineed as a simple vector <u,d>,, where
u is the centerr of the state’ss space, d is th
he distance thrreshold
in the x, y, z directions.
d
Th
he 3D space is divided into several
cells represen
nting differen
nt states. No
ote that each
h FSM
recognizer haas its own way
y of splitting the spatial sp
pace. A
3D position p(x,y,z)
p
may bbe in the ith state
s
of gestu
ure one,
while in the jtth state of gestture two.
Wheen a new haand position arrives, each
h FSM
recognizer deetermines wheether to stay at
a the current state
s
or
enters the neext state baseed on the sp
patial parametters. A
gesture is reccognized if a recognizer reeaches its finaal state
[Hong et al., 2000]. Eaach FSM reccognizer may
y have
different num
mber of total states, thus this method allows
simple movem
ments to be represented by
b fewer stattes and
complicated gestures
g
by mo
ore states.
This online recoggnition method
d determines a state
hen a new hand
h
position
n is provided
d. It is
transition wh
different from
m the approaches that requiire complete gesture
g
data before a recognition
r
prrocedure begin
ns.

6 Experimeent and ressult
Th
he hand gestu
ures are perforrmed at a disttance of abou
ut 1.5
m
meters
from thee range camera in an indoorr environmentt.

6..1 Hand shape recognitiion
We tested the ability of thee system to reecognize the hand
W
sh
hapes shown in
i figure 7. T
The hand shap
pe templates were
caaptured and sttored in advannce, and the teest was perforrmed
in
n another day. To further tesst the robustn
ness of the method,
it will be tested
d with differennt people in thee near future.
We no
oticed that thhe rotation of
o the hand both
ontal and veertical axes may make the
arround horizo
ap
ppearances off the hand ddifferent, wh
hich would affect
a
ch
hamfer distan
nce matching result. Furth
hermore, in some
s
caases, the angu
ular separatioon (the fingeers are sharplly or
naarrowly separaated) may also influence th
he matching score.
s
Allthough it is difficult to aachieve viewp
point indepen
ndent
peerformance beecause of selff-occlusion fro
om a single view,
v
th
he slight rotatiion in space shhould not affeect the recogn
nition
ouutput. Therefo
ore, in the traiining stage, we
w collected 10~18
haand shape teemplates forr each gestu
ure to makee the
recognition mo
ore robust. Eaach gesture is
i conducted with
hoorizontal rotations of -10o, -5o, 0o, 5o and 10o, verrtical
rootation of -10
0, 10, and several
s
angullar separation
ns if
m
multiple
fingerss are involvedd. Figure 9 giv
ves a rough id
dea of
th
he various appearances of thhe same gesturre.

F
Figure
9 Examp
ples of differencce appearances of the same gessture

During
g the period w
when the hand
d is changing from
onne gesture to another,
a
the shape is not reecognizable, so
s for
testing purposee, we extraccted images from
f
videos, and
m
manually
delete the handd images wh
hich can no
ot be
recognized ev
ven by hum
man. The offfline recogn
nition
co
onfusion matriix is shown inn table 1. The gestures from
m 1 to
111 in the table are shown in figure 7 in th
he same order. The
ovverall recognittion error rate is under 3%.
For th
he real time, online recog
gnition, we use
u a
staability counteer. Only wheen the same recognition result
r
repeats several times it willl be confirmeed as a recogn
nized
geesture. The on
nline recognittion rate is 98
8%, because of
o the
staability counter.
Like other
o
training-test methodss, the selectio
on of
th
he training set is vital to reccognition resu
ults. If the training
seet covers mostt of the gesturres which app
pear in the tesst set,
th
hen the error raate is relativelly low.

6..2 Hand trajjectory recognition
Fiive types of hand
h
trajectoriies are trained
d and tested using
u
th
he FSM meth
hod in sectionn 5.2, includiing “wave haand”,
“d
draw a trianglee”, “pick up”, “put down” and
a “come herre”.
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Seveeral key fram
mes of the movement
m
fro
om the
video are sho
own in figuree 10. The persson waved hiis hand
from left to riight and then from right to
o left. Table 2 shows
the states traansition of eaach gesture according
a
to the
t 3D
hand position
n in figure 10. Only “wave hand” went th
hrough
all its states, so
s it is recogn
nized.
1
1

82

2

3

4
0

0

1

2

76

3

3

3

64

6

7

8

9

10

11

total

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

87

2

70

57

5
3

1

3

60

59

59

1

45

7
8

47

9

1

10

59

2

68

47

Draw trianglee

70
70
0

70

Tablee 1 hand shape rrecognition con
nfusion matrix

gestures

Come here
Pick up
Put down

2
1

3

4

5

3
2

3

4

5

States
finished
5
2
1
1
1

Sttates
leeft
0
2
4
2
2

Table 2 states transitioon of each gestu
ure in figure 10

Figure 11 sh
hows some frames
fr
of thee video in which
w
a
person moved
d his hand forw
wards and bacckwards to ex
xpress a
“come here” gesture. The states transitiions of each gesture
g
are shown in table 3. Only the third gestture went thro
ough all
its states and it is recognizeed as “come here”.
h

Figure 11 exaample of “comee here”

Come here
Pick up
Put down

Performedd
times
10
10
10
10
10

Recogniized
times
9
8
10
7
10

Recogn
nition
Rate
90%
80%
100%
70%
100%

Tablle 4 hand trajecctory recognitio
on result

Using the meth
hod in sectionn 5.2, simplee and compliccated
m
movements
can
n have differeent numbers of
o state transittions.
It can detect the start aand end poiint of a geesture
au
utomatically, and a gesture is not requ
uired to start at a
paarticular posittion. Howeveer, the scale of the moveement
m affect the result.
may
r

7 Discussioon and Conclusion

Figure 10 exaample of waving
g hand

1
1
1
1
1

2

Th
he overall reco
ognition rate oof the hand traajectories is ab
bout
888%. Details fo
or each gesturee are shown in
n table 4.

51

60

11

Draw trianglee

1
1
1
1
1

Statees
left
4
3
0
2
2

Table 3 sttates transition of each gesturee in figure 11

Gestures’
names
Wave hand

50
51

Wave hand
d

Wave hand
Draw triangle
Come here
Pick up
Put down

States
S
fin
nished
1
1
5
1
1

81

3

4

6

5

gestures

A real time hand
h
gesture recognition system has been
deescribed. Tak
king advantagge of a ran
nge camera, hand
seegmentation and
a 3D trackinng becomes easy
e
and invaariant
to the changes in the enviro
onment. Experiments show
w that
th
he chamfer maatching measuurement for haand shape anaalysis
an
nd the FSM method
m
for rrecognizing th
he hand trajectory
acchieve high recognition ratees.
m drawbackk of the method using only depth
d
The main
daata in section 4 is that, when the hand and
a forearm are
a in
th
he same depth
h range, the segmentation
s
using only depth
d
daata is not ablle to further distinguish haand from forrearm
sim
mply. In this situation, thee hand positio
ons in the im
mages
whhich are calcculated by fin
nding the cen
ntral points of the
seegmented regio
on will also be erroneous.
An ordinary
o
webb camera can
c
be used
d in
co
onjunction witth the range camera to pro
ovide useful color
in
nformation and
d higher resollution, which is also potenttially
usseful for face detection
d
and recognition.
First, image
i
coordinnates of the web
w camera an
nd the
raange camera is aligned. Second, thee objects in
n the
baackground whose
w
depth values are over a speccified
th
hreshold is reemoved in tthe range caamera. Third,, the
co
orresponding regions
r
of thee background in the web caamera
arre removed. Last,
L
the hand is tracked by
y color inform
mation
fro
om the web caamera using a Particle Filteer method.
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We then find the corresponding hand position in
the range camera in order to find its depth value. The hand
is segmented from a cube whose center is the 3D hand
position.
This extra web camera helps to improve the
accuracy of the 3D hand position, especially in the
situations mentioned above. However, it also imposes extra
burden of alignment between the web camera and the range
camera. Furthermore, when the person is wearing a short
sleeve clothes, the color based method may locate the hand
position incorrectly.
In the future, the recognition of more types of hand
shapes will be included. For testing robustness, the
templates will be created by one person, while hand images
from several persons will be used in the test stage. The hand
trajectory recognition method should be improved so that it
is invariant to the scale of the movements. Gestures
performed in an outdoor environment will also be tested to
evaluate the capability of the range camera and the
robustness of the proposed methods.
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